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ABSTRAcT 
The policy-iteration technique is a method of selecting the 
_optimal solution vector :tor a Markovian decision problem. This tech-
nique was analyzed to determine its sensitivity with respect to random 
errors in the stochastic elements in such problems. Two factors were 
chose-n to reflect sensitivity as a function of the standard deviation 
t>."f. a random normal perturbation applied to the transition probabili-
" . ' 
... t-ies. The first factor is· a relative_ frequency approximation to the 
·probability of s~~~-Pt.:l'Iig a non-optimal policy vector and the second 
:i's- the expected ·cos:t: o~. su9-h a selection expressed as- a percentage of 
t.he optimal retur-n per: ·transl:t ion period. The sens it i vi ty of the 
method, as ref le~tE;lQ. b},. ·thos·e two paraueters, was found to vary over· 
~- wide range. .Thes·e -variations· are strictly dependent upon the 
structu-re: ·of: ;the pr.oblem being t~sted.~ 
.., . 
. ' .• 
.. \.. 
_____ ..,..., ~--::.~---~-~---,~--
----~:------- ----.-,..;, ..... ~·-.. -- .. --:..--:---_"'.~~ - . . --·--• :0.-.-,......-.'. ~ 
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The general area of interest in.this paper is that -Of Markovian 
decision problems. Probiems of this type comprise a subset of a more 
general class known as sequential decision problems. The character-
_:J.stic of Ma.rkovian decision problems that distinguishes them from 
t"he more general cla:a.s is a certain independence in the decision-
• 
-# 
making p~ocess at sequential states of the ·system. This is generally 
referred to as the-Markov property of the system. More specifically 
A our interest will be directed to a particular technique for solving 
Markovian decision problems. This method was d€veloped1by Ronald 
A. Howard for an Sc.D thesis at M.I.T. in 1958 •. Howard's method.is 
an iterative techniqtJ~ :si_rgilar to dynamic programming. Howard 
refers to th.e, p_rpcess as the poli.cy~iteration technique. 
The purpose o,f {h;Ls thesis- is to determine, what can be s.ai:d 
.regarding t_he sens:itivity of the policy-iteration method. In_ par-
ticular, w~ aJ~e- concerned with the techniq_ue' s sensitivity with 
respect to random errors in t.he probabilis.otic elements in Markovian 
decision problems. The ba-si-c approach adqpt-ed was to repeatedly impose 
random perturbations-, w:i. th <;on trolled para-meters, upon the transition 
matrix of a given problem and attempt to measure the resultant 
sensitivity as the.parameters of.perturbation were systematically 
· · vQried L · 
----·-- ··· · -- ··-------------~ 
____ ._L:, __ --
--,-...,.--- - ·----·· -- --
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Markov Processes ·~ 
We will present here a brief introduction to Howard's method, 
deferring until later a more detailed discussion. V •• In order to pre-
seµt a reasonably clear picture of the application of the policy~ 
iteration technique to the solution of Markovian decision problems 
we must first discuss Markov chains or Markov processes. Markov 
. processes do not lend themselves to a brief one-sentence definition. 
Perhaps ~hey can bes·t be described by example, which we will give 
shortly. A Markov process is a mathematical structure characterized 
by the concepts of '' '' states and " . " state transitions. A "state" 
can be defined as a unique condition of the system which can be 
completely described by a specific set of system parameters. "state 
" . transitions refer to a process wherein the condition of the system 
undergoes a change from one uniquely d~fined state to another. 
Transitions from one state to another are governed by an array of 
- f 
probabilities referred to as the transition matrix for the process. 
A rather picturesqtie example of a Markov process, given by 
Howard3 , is that of a :frog i._n_ ·a li'ly pond. Fran time to time the 
frog jumps from one lily pad to another. If each of the lily pads 
were assigned a number, then the state of the system would be defined 
by specifying the number ·of the pad currently occupied by~tha frog~ 




suming that it is possible to do so, for the sake of our exam_D.181 
-----···---,-.---------- -~~----·---------,.. .. -....... ______ ..., ____ ~-- -------·· . ..-- ... -,-,..,..._ ... --··-----·--·----..... -- ~ ·-- ·--
_____ . .-.... ... -~ ..- -· 
l,Ve would assign probabilities to each of the pos~ible jumps. That 
is, we would construct a matrix whose entries cons~itute a~ exhaustive 














transitions. The matrix would be M x K, where N is the number of 
,,., lily pads in the pond. This is the-transition mat.rix for the pro-
cess. 
There is one further restriction we must place on our system. The probability of a transition from pad i to pad j is dependent only . upon 1 and j • That~-is, the probabil 1 ty of going from pad 1 to pad j is independent of how the frog arrived at pad i. This 
" 
" 
- Markov property is the one that qualifies the Markov process as a special case of the more general c~ass of stochastic processes. Markovian Decision Problems 
Now that we have described a Markov process we can proceed to the development of a Markovian decision process. To do this we need to introduce the concepts of alternatives and rewards. Suppose in our example two observers decide to gamble on the frog's jumps by placing bets on which pad he will jump next. To simplify the betting ;we could agree on a matrix of rewards whose entries give the payoffs \, for all possible jumps. Thus there would be a one-to-one corres-pondent between the entries in the transition and reward matrices. Depending on how we agree to play the game some of the entries in • the reward matrix may or m~y not be negative. Suppose furthe~ that • we have observed that we can affect the probabilities of the frog's 
_jumps by various actions on our part such as clapping our hands or 
---------·--
-
throwing rocks in various PJ~tlJJ __ of_.-the-pend-.-- Thu--s--- c·o:fres·ponding to 
-~- ..... -.,.___._--
~----~-------------·--· ·--- ---- -·-·- --·-··· 
- ----·-
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corresponding to each action or alternative that w.e adopt for a. 
given state. 
We have now described a Markovian.decision process although 
adDJ.ittedly a rather fancifQl one. To summ~rize we can say that a - J _,-. 
Markovian decision process is a sequential deci_sion problem i_n which 
the Markov property holds and further 
(1) corresponding to each state of ·the system there are a 
number of possible courses of action and 
(2) to each alternative adopted in a given state there exists 
a corresponding transition probability. and a corresponding 
reward. 
The question naturally arises as to how we should play the game 
to optimize our expected reward or minimize our losses. A solution 
-
to the decision process is obtained by selecting the alternative. to 
be adopted in each qf the possible states. This set of alternatives 
is referred to as a policy vector. The optimum policy.vector is 
the set of alternatives which maximizes the long range expected 
reward. Howard's policy-iteration technique is a method of selecting .., 
the optimum policy vector. 
Purpose 
. - ---·~"-· 
-
The variables affectiqJ the selection of the optimum policy are 
the transition and reward matrices. We would expect the rewards 
----- - ------ ··-· - -
- ··- . - -- . - - --




-... - .. ______ - ... -- ···-. --------- --
.. -_,_ ... - -····------;......l,,....,;·---··-·-assoc·rated wi th--the decision problem to be known with a fairly high 
.... 
degree of confidence. At least they will be known with a much highe1 
degree of confidence than will the transition probabilities· • 
I ' 
. p 
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6 
It would be interesting to observe how sensitive.the policy-iteration 
_/ 
tecµnique is to errors in estimation of these probabilities. Speci-
fically, the pu~pose of this thesis is to determine what can be said 
regarding the sensitivity of Howard's method to errors in the 
transition probabilities. The experimental procedure a'dopted to 
answer this question is discussed in detail in Chapter III. 
Report', Format 
This paper consists ·of .four- chapters and an appendix. Chapter 
I includes an introduc:t~on to Markovian· decision problems, a state-
ment of the purpose of· the thesis and a description of the format' 
of the discussion. Chapter II contains a detailed discussion of 
Markovian decision problems and the policy-iteration technique for 
solving this type problem. Chapter III is devoted to a discussion 
of the experimental procedure used in making this study. Finally 
Chapter IV presents the results of this study along with the con-
clusions that may be drawn from these results. Supporting material 
is included in the appendix. 
"II'.': 
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al.APTER II 
Markov Chain Theory 
I 
Our ultimate goal in this chapter is to develop a basic under-
standing of ·Howard's policy-iteration technique. To do this, we 
must start with a discussion of the theory of Markov ·chains. The 
development given here is basically an adaptation of the material 
t db H d l 115,6,7 l presen e y owar and Kemeny, Sne et. a. 
Since its introduction in 1907 by A .. A. Mar~ov, the theory 
of Markov chains has become well established and there are some 
excellent texts available on the subject. It is not our purpose 
here to delve into an extensive study of Markov chains. Rather 
/ 
we need only to· :establish a basis/for discussing Markovian decision 
problems and s:.ubse.quently Howard's techniqu~ for solving them. 
We are interested in discrete-time processes with constant 
tranEi_i'tton times. Continuous-time processes are those in which 
the time between transit ions is a random variable. Requiring _the 
transition to be constant is not unduly rest~ictive since this 
is quite often true in practibal situations, e.g ... inventory control 
problem with fixed ordering intervals. 
Let us denote by p . the probability of a transition to state iJ 






I: pij = 1 j=l .... -·· . --··--· ------.... · ... -~--- - - . __ ,--.-...... ---· ·,;·~-....... .;._ ... -:' . ·., •.. ; ~·, --·-·- --- - • ----- .,._.:..... -:.. ... .:..... ......... -, ~1 .. -....; -- - -
where N is ~he total,_ number of states in tb.e system. We will 






\~- ... . . . · .. i. ' ",'.,,_ ". ' . ' ·. ' . . 
,.. __ , _,'·1-'f 
,,_:;,_·.,:,.,.,, 
• 







·given by P, ••. 
!'11 pl2 ••••••• plN \. '::,. 
= [ p ij] P21 P22 • • • • • • • p2N p - • • 
• • 
• • 
PNl PN2 ••••••• PNN 
Notice that Pis N x N and the rows sum to 1. This matrix gives 
. 
- a complete description of the Markov process. 
Through appropriate manipulations of the transition matrix 
we can answer all reasonable questions about the process. For 
instance we can determine the probability that the system is in 
any specific state after any specified number of transitions if 
we know the starting state. In many cases the starting 
state need not even be known if the number of transitions is large. 
In line with this thinking, we will define a state probability 
x1(n) as the probability that the system will be in state i after 
n transitions given the sta~ting state, i.e., the state at n = O. 
Similarly w·e define a row vector X(f1:) with components x1 (n). 
Thus-the components of X(n) would be the respective probabilities 
of being in the states 1 through N after n transitions given the 
starting state. Since the process must be in some state after 
.n transitions it follows that 
, . 
.--·· ~- ....... -· ~-· -,---·-. ___ · ___ .....,, ..... _.:_ __ ......... --- ·--"---- ·------+···-··--. -----· -- -------- --- -· ... -----·-· ..---~· -- -···- ·-. 
· Lx1 (n) m 1 . 
..----·-···- .. ------. --
__ ··_. '~. ~ .. 
. 1=1 
A useful recurrence relation can be developed as follows. The 











·is given by the product of the probability of being in state i 
after n transitions times the probability of a transition from 
.. state i to sta.te .j,_ summed over all i. I~.equatio_n. form. tais i's-c· 
N 
x.(n+l) = Lx.(n)p .. · n = .0:,.1,.2,, .••.• J 
. 1 l. l.J 1= 
Simple matrix theory theh eriab:les us to: wr.1.te 
X(ri.+.l). ·.: X(µ)P 
·By .re·curs-i-Qn: w,e see that 
~·n.q • in 
x·(:1)· - X(O)P 
X(2) - X(l)P 
--
X(3) - X(2)P -
general 









· (:2·- •. 3) 
,:·therefore we can find the: pt:oll_a.bility ·th:at th_e s:ysten is in e:-ach= 
. 
' 
of its states afte.r n. tr~nsi tions bY p_ostmult.i-pl.y-Jng the ini ti.'-al·-
st:ate probability vector X(O) by the n:th power o.f the. t:raiis,it.-ion 
' matrix P.. Normally, the starting ·Sta_te wil.l .be -~p~cified· 
C:i.E!., non-probabil.ist.ic) so that X(O) will have :a :one. ·_iQ .one 
;l,l position and ze·t.oes elsewhere. 
It is in·t.t3restirg to observe the b,ehitvlor of .. t);t(3' ·s;t_a:fe:. · 
probability vector as n becomes large. Many Markov processes 
·a constant as~ increases and further that the value of this con-
stant vector is independent of the starting state. Howard defines ,.. .. 
an ergodic Markov process as one whose l_imiting state probability 
' . 
distribution is independent of starting-. conditions. we will deal 
' 
··: 
. ' l 
··:·.;,'. __ · .• 
1 







exclusively with ergodic processes. This will be discus'sed further 
0 . - ' 
in Chapter III. 
For .ergodic processes ~~t _us ___ d~fi~~- xi as the proba.bilit~;: __ · 
tha_t the s·ystem ·is in state i after ma·ny transitions. The row 
•.) 
vector X with components x. is the set of probabilities commonly 1 p 
referred to as the steady-state probabilities for- t·he- process. 
~ It follows that 
·x. -.XP· · 
. ·--· . . . 
-.... ;: ·.- :.- : ~ ·_(2_ •. 4) 
: .· . 
·, 
(Jqijbining equations 2. 4 and 2. 5 we can f:ind :the j~te..a:<;t_-~·-,s:t_at-e. 
probabilities directly from the transiti-o_n mat·ri-x.-. 
:·,! .. 
Markov Process with Rewards 
Suppose our N-state Markov pr.oce·s::s ·gEfn·¢r~~t'es a s_eq-.u·e.n:ce. ·:of· 
rew-ards. r. . as it makes trans itlons .fr-om s;tate to, ,s:tate. The .. '-· -··- . . lJ ... . . ...... ·- -· ....... ' 
:set of reward:s f:_br the pro~e~~,- c·an b.e. dirs_cr-fbed :by the .reward · 
matrix R whose entries .are: t-he: _ele·m~nt,~. :-rlj .. Thµs :there is a 
one-to-one correspondence i:>~t:ween the entrie_s of ·R: and P. 
. ~ Let us _define vi (n) as the expected total. reward to be earned: 
in the next n transitions g_iven the system is now in state i. 
If we define q. as. the immediate expected reward for state i, 1 
that is, the expected reward resulting from the next transition 
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Since the _expected Feward to be earned in the next n transitions 
con13~s~~- of the reward for the first· trans~,:tion plu~ t}:1at for. th.Et_ 
A /\ 
n-1 remaining transitions we have the recurrence relation 




p .. C. (n-1) 
l.J 'J 
-
i=l,2, ..• ,N n=l,2, .•. 
Equation 2.7 may be written in vector form as 
... . .. 
V(n) = Q + P V(n-1) n=l,2,3, ••• 
where V(n) and Qare column vectors with N components. 
(2. 7) 
(2 .8) 
It would be useful to establish a method of meas.u;ring the 
' ~verage reward generated by our Markov process. To do this we 
'will define the quantity g. as the average expected gain per trans-
ition for the system. To calculate g we need only to.sum the products 
f q .and o all · o -i xi ver 1.. Since xi gives the probability that the 
system is tn ·state i and q
1 ·gt:ve-s the immediate expected reward 
earned in the next transition from state i, g then is given by the 




g = L 
. . ------ -- . -- i =l 
x.q. ]. ]. (2.9) 












' we are interested in ergodic processes, g will be independent of 
... 
. , 
starting conditions. Now since g is constant v.re know that 
vi(n) ~ust be a straight line ftinction after the system has 
f. -~ 
-~ .. ". 12· 
) . .. 
reached steady•state condi tio·ns. The!"~fore we are justified in 
writing 
_ ... -~·-· ,;~. ··,--. 
• f' 
·c2 .10> 
as an asymptotic representation for vi(n), where vi denotes the 
asymptotic intercept of v.(n). Although 2.10 doe·s not describe 
. 1 
the transient response of the system, it is an exact representation 
.... f•' . 
of the steady-stat~ re~po.ns·e.. S~nce we will ultimately be concerned . . . . 
with the behavior o.f the :s·y·st:em· for la-tge n,. eq~ation 2 .10 will 
be very useful. 
The relatio·n_shi'-p: qf ·eq. 2.10 to the actual behavior of the 
system is illustrated by Figure 2 .1. This graph depicts the total 
expected re\Va~g· of a two-state problem discµssed by Howard (the 
toymaker' s .prob.lain). The solid lines give th¢ actual expe_cted 
reward·· as· .a fun¢ti<;>~ .of: :ll .. w.here2-s the,:,broken liJt~s: depict the asymp-
:t()t i.e. ·be·ha.v:io.r of the _pr-<>ce·ss. Notice tha·t the asymptotic and 
actual ·reJ>res~Iltations are coincident once steady-state has been 
r:e·a,ched·. For· ·tJ1:ts problem g i-s one. That is, the expected reward 
. :per transition "'is one u11it-. ·Notice also that the gain is independent 
of the starting state. The difference in the asymptotic inter-
cepts reflect the desirability of starting in state 1 rather than 
- - - - - - --- - - -- . 
- - - --- -- --- -· --- --· - ---·--
state? so that the total expected reward is greater (by ten units) 
if the process starts in state 1 but the average expected reward 
' ~ . ,a.:r. ~ r . _ :, ..... ,:·--... ~', ...... , .. ,. • :t•:::-r::-r -- ,.. ... - ". ··-·-···. .. .. ;._::,...-... :.....=:- ----==-~-·-- .... --:.:=,_ __ -- )#:_ - - -·~-_ -~= ~----:.--:· .=..:..~~ ~-__ .__,.__ .:..:'!~:.:.~<:.:.:-:..:.... .. =::: _ ,_-: ~..! ~--=-=::;_:.- '- .... _; ~ :_ ___ ._~_ .. __ .:~ -, -- '-··-· ~~=<;..-.:_-"'....!.-£..;..";'!:.-.: ___ -:~!k,..!""-,.__ ____ :_;~-:_.: .. ~~ia.u::., .lF ; :::. 
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Asymptote of v 2 (n) 







---- Points for 
V2(n) 
-6 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
n(weeks remaining) 
TOYllllER' S PROBI,EM; TOTAL EXPECTED REWARD IN EACH STATE AS A FUNCTION OF WEEKS REMAINING 
----- -- . -- --- - - -- -- -
FIGURE 2 .1 
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Markovian Decision Problems . 
• 
' :,, 
The discussion of Markov processes with rewards was the logical basis from whicb> to develop the structure of sequential decision problems of Markovian nature. In our discussion of this type problem 
we will use an example described by Howard. 
Howard poses the problem of a toymaker who may be in either of 
. 
-
two states. By definition, he is in state 1 if the toy he is 
currently producing is favorably accepted by the public and in state 2 if the opposite is true. Suppose that the probability that he I 
will stay in state l at'the end of a transition period (one week) is 
.5 and consequently the probability that he will make a transition 
to the undesirable state 2 is also .5. Further, suppose that the probability of goind from state 2 to state 1 at the end of the 
week is .4 and that of staying in state 2 is .6. Thus the transition 











. -.-·- -.-~·-- -· - ' . 
------ -- - . ~.~ -·: 
toy~aker earns a reward of 9 units ·when he.J1as a successful toy in 




·. '31 :· . 
state ,-l t_o .. ~ t, a~~~ c~:,=_;,~~!'!,. '.J:"-11-- = . 9 _, ·.·.• 1.t. lhe . week- has-· resul'flld· 1n--;t·~-=-~~==~,;,;,>f· ='' -ry-:- . 
_.·~; .. :..~,-----·.;:_;.;.~_;;:_:;;;,..;:< C' ;," =;:;-·._:~.~...:...:.::._::.;~c...:,:, •• . ,:~--·'-. -· .. ·-·· -
- . 
' transition from unsuccessful to unsuccessful·(state 2 to state 2) 
then the toymaker loses 7 units or ·r22 = -7. Finally ·let 
r 21. = r 12 = 3. The reward matrix is therefore .. 
"" . .. -: 
• 
. •· . ,. ·, -
. ''!!- ··,, ... 
.-.,· 
,. .. ,. 
I • 
. - • .-,. f . 
' 
" '. \~ .• 11 [,,. ,,.ls,~ .. , 
[f~'. 
---------















• Howard presents a complete analysis of this Markov process 
with rewards which will not be necessary for our purposes. The 
\ 
3 interested reader is referred to Howard's text. Our pur~~se in 
• 
presenting this example is to facilitate our understanding of 
/ 
\!. • " sequential decision problems. To qualify our example as a decision 
problem we must now introduce the concept of alternatives. 
Suppose the toymaker can govern his actions so as to modif.y 
the probabilities and rewards associated with the·process. For 
example, when the toymaker has a successful toy, he may use ad-
vertising to decrease the probability of the toy falling from \ 
favor. Due to the costs of advertising the profits may be reduced 
but still greater than that resulting from a transit.ion to an un-
favorable toy. Naturally if the system still makes a transition to 
state 2, even after advertising was employed, the corresponding 
reward will also be reduced. Thus the toymaker has two alternatives 
·fn state,, 1. He may use no advertising or he may advertise. Denoting 
; 
the alternatives by the superscripts 1 and 2 respectively, let 
2 
us suppose that r 11 = 
1 2 have r 11 = 9 and r 12 
2 
4 and r 12 = 2. From previous discussion we 
- 3, (If the reader refers to Howard's 
. text he will note a discrepancy in Howard's discussion at this point. , ''. ",. ,-~ ... ,~=,' •=·=~~ ==·=·=~ '-~•=·'' ~"' ,, e~·•>·cc'<c-,•· •Cr" ,. •c •<-= .• · . ' ,~a,,~~.,~·':. ,;__ a'a. ,:.(,!"'"'''•~1~,,·,.L- ' aS~~-•• ....-~~J,,'~ ·~,,,. ,·., ..... • ,·" •. ,·. ·• • ,c, • ,-;cc· .Sc',,_.,.,~.,-~·. C. ··-"'""=. . . ·~c, ,. : 
He allows r 12 to be greater than r 12 • One might argue that a ·o 
transition from· state l to state 2, when advertising, would mean 
·' 
----------- Pi1 I ff 11 . ii 7 I 2 




that the· toy is less un·favorably received than when no ad·vertising 
is employed. The fallacy in this reasoning is that it destroys 
the uniqueness 9f definition of the st~tes). . 
There may also be various alternatives available in state 2. 
Increased research expenditure will enhance the probability of a 
favorable toy next week but will result in a correspondingly lcwer 
• 
reward (due to the cost of research). We will refer to the al-
ternative of no research as alternative 1· and to that of employing 
research as alternative 2. Let us suppose that r21
2 = 1 and r 22
2
= -19. 
(Note the contrasting consistency of Howard's reasoning regarding 
r 22
2 as compared to r 12
2
.) 
We mentioned that reason fo·r introducing the alternatives ·of1 
research and advertising was to enhance the probabilities of de-
sirable transitions. In agreement with Howard let us suppose that 




[ 0.7 0.3] P2j --
Recall that 
l .. [ 0.5 0.5] plj -
a-nd 
l 
[ 0.4 0.6] P2.j --
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1 1 2 2 
a·re four possible policies, namely, 
' 
J and where the 
1 2 1 2 
entry in the ith position of a policy vector denotes.the number of the 
alternative to be adopted when in the .ith state. We ··now seek a 
method for determining whicJof the possible policies is optimum. 
·, 
We define the optimum policy as that one which maximizes our long 
range expected reward. Reflection will indicate that this is also 
the pol icy which maximizes g ,, t_he average expected gain per trans-
.. 
ition. Howard's policy-iter-ation technique provides us with a method 







"""··_! -~----~---.. -... 
,··--···- -----------· C I 





Tbe Policy-Iteration Method 
.1 •• 
' ' 
The policy-iteration method is an iterative prqcess wbic·h basi-
ft '' cally permits u~- to solve for the gain.and relative values of the 
system f.or a given policy and then find the optimum policy given those 
tr ff gains and relative values in a cyclic procedure which settles when 
the gain has been optimized. It involves repetitive solutions to 
sets of simultaneous equations and repetitively choosing the maximum 
of a set of calculated quantities. The process is more difficult to 
describe than it is to implement. 
Recall the: ·recurrence r~lation given by .. eqµ-af"fons. (2.,7) 
N 
J(n) = qi + j~ pijv/n""'l)' f;:::1,2,.:.,N n==l., 2, 
·w.e: can use 
vi ( n) = ng + vi 
to S'.ltb·st:ltute for v1 (n) in equations 2. 7 yieldi.t;ig. 




q1 + E p . . ( n-1) g+v. j=l 1J J i...::.:i. ,.2 ,: • . . • , N . . . 











~-~,.-.-::.:~~--~~'.'::~-=~-:f.:·n:::.:.:~~r~~i~_. __ .::f:-.· _-.,:·a·~;:,.·•~hi~'""r?:~...,._:..0,u;.;..;.;;· ·.,:-~;;-:.·,";.;;, ·.,;l-'-<·,c~.-;;;.=.·.'·,;-a,~7.-::.·::.;1t;1C..: • ..:;,.'1..·-'-=-.:c=.,.--;;.-:.·.-.-,_-,,.::;°"·,~.1.:..·.:...:.,_, .... ;;t;~-,.-.-r.;w,=~-· .. -r:_ •. ;;-··-•- .. ~--"T-'--· .. L .. -=~~~-----~:= . ......r,-...-··:z:''.,~·.--, .. ·~t·'· 
. _,.:.. 
·~ 
+ =· q + " p \ g .Vi i · .LJ ij V j 
J=l , 
i=l, 2, ••• ,N · (2 .12) 












Howard notes that equations are unc~anged if we add a constant to all 
vi. This means that/we cannot use equations 2.12 to solve for the 
y1 but fortunately we are not interested in. a:bsolute. value&. By ar-
.bltrari ly setting v = 0 we can solve for v that. only differ from n ·· · 
·t · ·· 
the true v. by a constant· amount. Since we ar:e interested in the. 1 . ..,;· 
Q 
differences between v1-;: .wht.·ch: are i.:nde'j:>e.n·d .. ~11.t of absolute values·,: ·the 
v. thus obtained are. ·s.ufficient. I·t·' is these v. that Howard: :calls 1 . . . 
·1 
"rel:at1ve values.~''· .. S;o. we now have a :meth·.od of obtaining :the; ga:in 
~.:nd: rel at i:ye values as a function: ._of t_he p:91 icy. We will :ne,cJ:· .fo:r~ 
·mulate· a '.met.:ho.d of obtaining th~. ~p.timum ·pol1c,y a·s· a ·tunctton· of ·the 
:relatlve va·Iti'~$. This will be :a p.ol ic5Y' wll:i.:ch ·bas a :higher gain t,h.an· 
the o·r:t.gt·n.al policy'·.. (A. proo·t ·of thi:s· stat.elitent .is .giye'ii by ·aowa·.r~} .. 
N 
E j=l p . . V · (ti). l.J .J 
:~ 
i~J.,:2··:,- ··: --~ .•. ,.N· 11....;.l., 2' {:2 ... 13): ,: 
We will use superscrj.pts k :t.o denote the qi and p .. ·:corr~spq1i"cfi11,g t:.<> l.J 
alternat.ive k. That is, 9/ and i>tJ· k are the q1 anc.J p1j correspon(j:j.n~ 
:!.. 
to adopting alternative k in state i.. Now· if we :had followed an: 
; 
,~·optimal policy up to stage n it follows that :-W-Er could find t·h~ opti-




-,.. ;, ::oVe'r all k for each. i. For- 1-·a·f:ge .Ii we ca.n- su.bs·t.~-:1:·tit~, :~.qtuit.i:on. 2 .. ::1.0: 















-~-- - . -·-' . ':"" , ... , 
.~· (2 .15) 
• 
as the quantity to be maximized overall-kin each state i. Since 
ng is independent of j in the summation we note that 
N k 
ng L P1j = i j=l.' 





p. . ··v .• lJ 'J (2 .16) L, 
Thus we will maximize 2.16 ~V~'r le at stage n+l and further we will use 
the v. calculated using eqti'ations 2 .12. We now have established the -J 
iterative cycle as. follow.a. For each state i find the alternative 
that maximizes 2.16. uslng the relative values determined from 
• equations 2.12. Then use these alternatives to define the qi and pij 
in equation 2.12 and re-solve for g and v .• When the same policy is 1 
obtained twice in succession this becomes the optimal policy for the 
. ' 
decision problem and the iterative prQ~ess is terminated. The iteration. 
cycle can be illustrated by the diagram shown in Figure 2.2. 
Referring to Figure 2.2 we see that the upper box, the vaiue-
determination operation, yields the gain and relative values as a 














Use Pij and q1 for a given policy to solve 
N 
) : P1jvj j=l . 
i = 1,2, •.. ,N 
·1 ... 
for all relative values v1 and g· by setting vN to zero. 
~ Policy-Improvement Routine 
For each state i, find the alternative k' that 
maximizes 
using the relative values vi of the previous policy. 
Then k' becomes the new decls_ion in the 1th state, k' kT 
_ .q1 becomes qi, and Pij becomes pij. -
" -
THE ITERATION CYCLE 
FIGURE 2.2 
-
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• i 
·:.,. 









v1 • Next we re-enter the lower box with these vi and repeat the 
process. 
L 
The question of how to get started will naturally arise. Notice 
that if we start in the upper box we must specify a starting policy. 
If we have no particular preference as tot.he sta~ting policy we can 
conveniently enter the lower box first wt.th .all vi = 0. Thus we 
would maximize qi over k. Recalli-~g: the. definition of qi, this means 
we will init_i.ally f.lnd the pJ>J.·lcy that maximizes immediate expected re-
ward. 
· The interested reader is. referred to Howard ·for- a: :pro:o.f o:f ·th·e 
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This chapter will be devoted entirely to describing the experi-
. 
mental procedure·. Initially a FORTRAN program was written to imple-
ment the policy iteration method on the computer. This package then 
. became the central framework around which the test was designed. 
To simulate errors in estimation of the transition probabili-
tles, a known problem was solved and solution data stored. Next the 
transition matrices were systematically perturbed and the proQlem re-
solved. The perturbations were applied by drawing numbers from a 
random normal distribution with .controlled parameters. One hundred 
repetitions of this process were implemented for each value of per• 
turbation parameters and comparisons drawn between these results .and 
those obtained for the original un-perturbed problem. 
To facilitate a detailed description of.the experiment let us 




- the optimum gain of m perturbed system corres-
ponding to a given value ·of s. 
~l • 
100 
















- . . - . - . . • -.........-c-=:;,:-~ .:w~-~.,;.. _(_ .-.,.-,#1!;_ . ..,..~Jil!l::.;..,;~4~....::.~-. •.;,·.:.,~· ,;c,•·:.:. • .,~ :• ,.o ..... ~~;~ ,:,,-.:£-!'* .: ,:-,.:'f.c"~"-:Z,..~1.......-..~ •:,f.:_:i.J:I:.';.'.',-_;:..;. ~-·; ;'.C ·7: C C~c.~,:~ii<,•C-°'.f;,C:;,&l~(,.;y·6,';°"""",!•,,~~.)~.:,,,'.;:'c'~'!~f,1.;,!9\!i'.J'.,..C.j.J'.-» ~;,_:~,~ ~ .;.,~~:, :-,.;,,· ,·,~:--~. ·,., .. -.=r----~;,r.=·"······· v = tlie number of non-optimal policy vectors selected in· cs 
' ., 
a sample of one·-hundred taken. for a given value of s. ... 
vm = variance of the gain taken over all possible poli-
• .
. 




• ffll.. ... - .. • 
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v. = variance of the gain taken over all possible policies 0 
for the un-perturbed problem (about the optimum). 
g
0 
= .t-he gain of the origina~ un-perturbed system operating 
under the optimal policy. 
' ( 
g08 = the gain of the· original un-perturbed system operating 








}: (pij + e ) j=l s 
.. ~.fj° -= the probability of a transition from state ;i to 
state j corresponding to the adoption of alternative k. 
e = a random number drawn from a normal population having 
·s 
k 
2 mean zero and variances. 
tijs= the entries in the perturbed transition matrices. 
Since each of the rows of the per~urbed matrices must sum to 
one and all entries must be non-negative, the perturQations are sub-
ject to the following constraints. 
k ( 1) t. . ~ 0 for all i, j , k and s 
1JS 
N 
..... (2) L 
.j=l 
k 
t. . ;; 1 for ~11 i, k .and s \ l.J s 
.. 









The perturbations were applied in the following manner. The IBII 
subroutine GAUSS yields random numbers normally distributed with con-
trolled mean and standard deviation. Starting with p~1 a random num-
2 1 ber with mean zero and variances is generated and added to p11 .t~ 
form a temporary sum. This sum is checked to determine. if it is 
negative. If the sum is negative, it is rejected and another random 
number generated and the sum re-formed. Tpis proces-s is repeated 
until the temporary sum is non-negative. This insures that constraint 
(1) will be satisfied. 1 At this point the sum is stored as the t 116 
l entry in our transition matrix and we move to p12 . 
1 1 is repeated for p11 through p1N. 
This procedure 
N 1 We next form the sum E t 1 . and JS j=l then divtde each t 11 . from j = 1 to j = N by this sum. This ensures JS 
that constraint (2) will be satisfied. For i = 1, this procedure is 
repeated fork rows. The process is continued for all i from 1 to N. 
The foregoing describes the method of perturbing the transition 
matrices. One-hundred such perturba~ions are imposed for each value 
of sand each of the one-hundred resulting problems are solved and 
solution data· compared with that obtained for the original problem. 
For each problem, the selected policy vector is compared with the 
optimal vector for the un-perturbed problem. If the two vectors are 
·the, use of the terminology "non-optimal". 
"' 
'The policy vector selected for a given perturbed problem is 
certainly optimal fQ~ that ·problem. Lt is only non-optimal in the 













chastic elements in the decision process... '.S.ince this is the effect 
I 
we seek to .measure it seems reasonable to re-fer to such vectors as 
non-optimal selections when they differ from the optimal policy 
vector for the un-perturbed system. Therefore·for each value of s, f 
v represents the tot-al of such: non-optimal selections in a sample 
cs 
of one-hundred. We might v.iew vc 8 /tOQ. as a relative frequency ap-
proxi'mation for the probabilit:'Y of a ,n.on-optimal selection with a 
~iven E)~timation error on the traositio·n probabilit·ie·s·. 
'--· 
:For e.ach of the. .. Qne-hundred perturbed systems· (f:_or· ~ .. ~Jv~:.,i 
·v.a.lti:e of S)· we ~tl~ro· .record 6 g • 
ms 
... 
··tlle opt.~mu111 ga:in of the original sy·s·te.~.-, and· :the- ·''optimum" "g.a-in· of. 
the ~th perturbed system ( m ranges fr9nf 1 to ·1:00). We then ~v~t-~i:ge 
, I• 
agms over the one-hundred prob~ems solved and obtain gcs by- diyiclin·g· 
.. 
Thus _,g. _. ·-is the· avera.g·e 
.~.: . 'cs 
p_erce:n:ta·g~· .c:C)~r~ t·n :ga:i-n ·re.-s·ul.t:i:ng frojn the· v ·non·-opt imal pol ic.y 
.... .. cs 
a -per.ce.n:t.a,g.e·: of· ·t·lie· o·pt·iiriun.1_: -g-~in· of the sy.s:tem.. Therefore, whil,.~ 
··- . . 
. 
v:cs i:s 1· ~.1ca:ti.ve of .the prob:abiltty .o·f :se:le.ct-ing a non-opt-irnil~ 
policy., ·g reflects· t'he act.u.al .. stgni.:ftca:n.c:e .of s·uch __ a ~election. 
. . cs 
This entire proce·d:ure. i·s repeated for e.ach- val·ue· of s which 
ranges from . 01 to . 30 tn increments of • 01. 
-
posing the transition perturbations. Notice that a normaliting · · 
-
~· 
procedure is involved. This ·normaliz.ing~ -procedure virtually· pre-
, 
eludes the ex.istence of a unity probability as any entry in a per-








. ~· .. 




will have one and only one recurrent chain so that by definition the 
processes are ergodic. This point was mentioned in Chapter II. A 
. . 




















- --~ ~----r CHAP'l'ER IV 
Conclusions 
. The results of this study indicate that the pol~cy-iteration 
technique does not exhibit a characteristic sensitivity. Instead 
we find that the sensiti~ity· is strictly dependent upon the struc-
ture of the decisfori p:re>.¢~:s.s .. its.el-f .•. By this we·mean that t.he sensi-
tivity varies from .probl.em to problem. Furthermore these variations 
are quit~ pronounced. :figures 4.1 and ·4.2 illustrate this point. 
figure.- 4~1 gives vcs <yhe .number of Ii0_1t-.optimal policy vectors .. s_e-
·teGte,d from .a seft of ·one··-hundred perturbed $)'Stems) as a f-tlnctlon of 
·s(the standard d:e-yi~t"i:pi1 of· ·t.he trans1t·fon· :perturbations) ·foi- -~h:ree 
different Markovian decision problems. Th·ese problems. ar·e iden.t if"i·e{i 
by v O as previously defined. Far the p_r~b.lem· tdent:(tie.d as· .v0:::-2:1.(>5:::>: 
we -se.e.: that v . starts :qut very small a-Qd g:t-adual.ly . .irtcrea·ses to i:tbollt cs . 
70 ·vi.'h·ile f.or v = 1-3. 936 ,. ·1./ . ·st.arts: out .f·a·i:rly hi.gh and: r~m.:ai:ns o: cs: 
relatt.·v~ly. constant throughout '1:he variations· on :$ .•· Fig:ure. 4. 2 ·i·J,~ 
l-ust·rat:¢·s: s im.ilarly how ~cs: varies from. proble111::. ··t·c;, p:fob··1em .: ,;r:h·:fs 1 
·poi:nt .. ts frfrtber i.llu$t_r~ te;d by a \ratj.ety :of ;Pro:blems -incl.uded .:t·n ·t.be . 
.. · 
aepe1Jd·Ix. 
Al though we. J:ia·ye ,concluded that the sensi:t:.:i·vity of the pol icy-
iteration technique varies from problem to problem it is still 
• • rf \"' 
-t.-- ·:, -;:.;.:;._..-...=.:::-"~-... ... ~.-~-~ .. ---:.;..r.,·;,,;,.,;.:,r;,r·-.::ae.;P(·· - .... 
developed for this thesis seems to be a reasonable method of· pre- · 
J.~ 
-· •• 
-- .- .. 'I 
·, •• 
dieting the sensitivity of given system. Figures 4~3, 4.4·, 4.5 and 
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:r 
results of r~nning a given problem with four different sequences of . 
random numbers:·· IThis means that the transition perturbations, while I 
• 
,/ 
having the s~me control parameters, were actua·lly· dif fere11:t. · As can 
. 
~· be seen from the graphs, essentially the same sensitivity character-
istics were obtained in each,run. (This point is further illustr~ted ) 
·-in the appendix. See figti'res A. 9 thru A.15). Therefore- it is pos-
sibleto estimate the sto¢hastic parameters of a Markovian decision 
.. 
problem and_ tll.r:ough use of the method presented · here to ·obtain an: 
.ap:1.rrec:iation for the s.ens i ti vi ty of the syste.J.D •. 
The FORTRAN program which implements the. method developed for 
·this thesis will remain in the author's files for five years. This 
:fs :a generalized program and as such, might require minor modifi~ation 
for specific cases. An example of :this would be its application to 
an inventory p~~ble~ structured as a Markovian decision process. Ih 
th,is ca·s·e:· the pertu_rbat.ions would· have to _be· ~-pplied. in -a slightly 
d~f::fe·re;nt :fashion· due to t·he re_peti ti veness ·of- the· ·tr.~nsi.t ion proba-
:·bili t..ies. Contained: :within .t.he program is an id·entiflab1El modul.e 
representing a; coiilple:te.ly generalized implementat.fon of the ·pqtlcy-·. 
iteration method. It will accept a variable number ·of. s·tate·s with a 
variable n·umber df a.lte;rnatives in each ·state. The siz·e of problem 
it· ·will acconunodate i'S limited only by a.vailable core storage. 
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relation coefficient calcuiateg !!1: ~~Qh value of s •. Thirty-nine data 
points were used at each value. of s. From these d~ta we can conclude 
that a .high prob,.{b: lity of sel~cting a .~no.ti-optimal policy vector does 
/~ \ . 
...r 
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not necessarily mean that· the e~ror will be costly •. · These relation-
s_hips are further illustrated by a· sample of results contained in the 
appendix. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
We should briefly mention some areas for further research. One 
-rt~tural extension of this study is suggested. It·would ·be interesting-, 
to try ~o find some characteristic of the. decision· _·pro-~.lems that would 
correlate to the variations in sensitivity observect:.. S·ome of the mor~ 
intuitively appealing possi.bili ties were invest.igat'~d dur;i11g· the 
. ., study. Although the result~. tn this ar·ea. we·r·e: :he·ga.t::ive, it is fe 1 t 
th-a:t :f'u_:rtl).er efforts would be, 'frtii.t-f·u1. - Th.ese t.pvest igat ions are 
:d.lse:ussed :in the ·appendix. 
Another area in which further st:lld·y· s·e·e·ms de.sfr'Etb.le is suggested 
·by the work done by d' Epenoux:1 , Manne8 and Ghell inck7 , et. al. The 
work of these authors demonstrates the feasibility of applying linear 
progranuning techniques to areas previously considered sacred to dy-• 
.. , 
namic programming. Once a sequent iaJ dee is ion process is st.:ruc.t.ured 
as a 1 inear programming model, paramet:eic programming can be used 
for genera). ize.d sensitivity evaluations. Al though this may qu!.te 
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Explanation of Graphs (A.l - A.8) 
The following eight graphs depict the variations in sensitivity 
·Observed .for a sample of decision problems. Th~ sensitivity is re-
flected by v and g as previously defined. In these graphs vm cs cs 
and v s.erve only as identifiers. These were chosen to. identify the.: o 
... 
· v.arious ptoblems. . as par.t of t:he ef.fort to. determine if th~;r-e ~xtsted -~ 
~l s··pect.f.1c -ch·ifract~:rist--ic of the various -problem which could be cor·-
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Explanation of Graphs (A.9 - A.15) 
Graphs A.9 through A.15 illustrate the repeatability of the 
s:~nsi t_i vi ty characteristics of a given Markovian decision problem as 
~ 
measured -by the method developed for this thesis. Each graph gives. 
the results of four Tuns. Each run utilized a unique sequence of-
.i;-an:d-.t>fu numbers to ge1ie:rate the transition pertu~pations • 
...... i,. 
... 
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.Explanat·ion of Graphs (A.16 - A.23) 
Graphs A.16 through A.21 illustrate the lack of correlation be~ 
tween three selected paramet·erJ~ (vm·' v and & l and measured sensitivity ·. 0 . for values of s from s· = .01 to ·s = .30o The strongest correlation 
w:as betwee:tl v cs and I which a·t. best was only slightly below -'!7 .• 
A·+t.-houg·h a random sample of:: _;pro.blems does not indicate a s:trong .. 
correlation' between these'two quantities, it was observed that ,for • 
vei;-y .small values of 6 (i.e. & = .005) "v was quite high .for· -.sm:~11. cs 
-va.lt.tes of So It was also noted that for small values of s.,- g·c:s .~.nd VCS· 
were: totally un-co:rrelated. Fig.ure. A .• ,2.2 shows the sensitivity· curves. fo·:r a problem hav:i.ng a & = a 004. 
_Here. we see the high v c$ for ~n1all 
_pe·rtt;.rbations whll.e the percentag~: cJlst .in ·gain remains ne~:r -zero. :to.r 
telat ively 1.ar.g~ t.ra·nsi.tion pe_:rt:t1rba.-tiQns. 
Figure A.23 show:s the· sen:~r~ttvlt.y c::·u,r\r_es·- .obt:.aJned for a p:r.qbl-.em 
having a i = 4. 25~ ··wl1ich: t:_s· pear the other· -~_xtrerne. (Most prob:l$i;rJ.E;f 
·from a random ~rample- ,exhibited a & conside"ra)lly smaller than th-fs .;:)_. 
·· T:h.e: .b.e~~vj.or of gcs is ,similar to that :_for- ·t·h~. previous problem wh-1.·i.¢ 
v behaves quit~ 9iffe:rertt'.:I.y. cs In all_ erases· where extreme values .. · . .- . ' -.. . ... 
of & were observed the behavior ot ":c._s:' :and.: g~:;_ w11.$ .essentially the 
same as that described here • . ~ 
In summary this would seem to indicate that gcs is a reliable 
-· _ _.._ ---· .. ~ 
measure of the system sensitivity for a given de-
cision process and does not follow the eratic behavior of v for :cs extreme values .of & • We repeat that thi·s g_~nera1 area (i.e; attenip-
---






with observed variat'ions in sensitivity)· is one to which further 
attention might be directed. 
·- - - - --· 
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